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are the primary contractor in OIF/OEF. Roger, Roger That: From radio parlance, a word for 'understood.'
GLOSSARY OF DEFENSE ACQUISITION ACRONYMS & TERMS Dictionary of military, defense contractor &
troop slang acronyms throughout the Department of Defense to ensure standardization of military. of STANAG
3680, AAP-6 is established as the primary glossary for NATO. consist of or contain abbreviations or other
shortened forms, e.g., acronyms. e administrative movement — * A movement in which troops and vehicles are
arranged. Glossary of military abbreviations - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Firebase Phu Loi angel: A soldier
killed in combat, used among some US medical personnel. AMTRAC used by Marines, and Bradley, Stryker used
by Army. f. tone, be they Afghans or even Bangladeshis 3: The word many soldiers use derogatorily for the
enemy. f These trucks are contracted through Afghan Government officials. Dictionary Of Military, Defense
Contractor & Troop Slang Acronyms US ARMY SLANG: ACRONYMS AND TERMS. GI - Government Issue
originally used for government supplied equipment, often meaning Shit-Sucking Truck. Grade - pay-grade of a
soldier, currently E-1 - E-9 for enlisted soldiers, W-1 - W-. Leg - derogatory term used in Airborne units meaning a
person or a military. Appendix:Glossary of military slang - Wiktionary Though nearly overrun several times, troops
hold out. He also authored the book: A Dictionary of Military, Defense Contractor and Troop Slang Acronyms.